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Scope and Purpose-The purpose of this paper is to study the time dependent behavior of some performance 
measures of a particular queueing system. The system consists of a single queue feeding two servers who 
work in parallel. Customers leave the system after having been served by one of the servers. The time 
dependent behavior is of inherent interest in Queueing Theory. The paper also discusses the implications of 
these results for Simulation Methodology. 
Abstract-The probabilistic structure for the transient M/E,/2 queue is derived in discrete time, where El, 
denotes a k-Erlangdistribution. This queue has a twodimensional state-space. Expressions for the expected 
delay in queue are formulated in terms oftransition probabilities. Results are numerically evaluated for a few 
cases. The convergence behavior is similar to that seen in previous work on queues with one-dimensional 
state spaces. The implications for initialization of steady-state simulations are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A review of the literature in queueing theory reveals an abundance of results for steady-state 
conditions and relatively few results for the transient phase of a queueing system. One reason for this 
is the complexity and intractability of the mathematics involved in solving the transient problem, and 
it is not uncommon to see results stated in terms of transforms which are very difficult, if not 
impossible, to invert. Results, when left as transforms, seem somewhat less satisfactory in terms of 
ease of interpretation. Analytical solutions for the transient characteristics of queueing models are 
useful for studying the finite-time properties of systems that are accurately represented by such 
models. Even if exact analytical transient results are not known, it would be useful to know, in some 
fashion, the rate and manner (e.g. monotonic or oscillatory) of convergence of the system to steady- 
state. 
Analytical tram?ieht results are also valuable in the evaluation of alternative start-up strategies for 
simulations aimed at estimating steady-state parameters. Kelton and Law [l] and Kelton [2] present 
transient results for M/MIS, M/E,.l, and EJMJI queues and use them as benchmarks to evaluate 
alternative initialization methods for simulation of similar systems. Enlarging the range of 
benchmark models to include systems with multivariate state spaces and multiple servers with non- 
exponential service times served as the main motivation for this paper. 
Another simulation-related area where transient results can be applied is the external control 
variates technique for variance reduction. When examining the transient behavior of a complex, 
analytically intractable system in a terminating simulation, a simpler system with known transient 
behavior is simulated alongside the system of interest. The results from the two systems, assuming the 
use of common random numbers, would be expected to be correlated, leading to a variance 
reduction. The larger the class of systems for which transient results are known analytically, the 
greater the similarity possible, leading to stronger variance reductions. 
Known transient results can be classified according to whether or not the time measure is 
continuous (real time) or discrete (indexing by customer number). Continuous time results for 
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various queues can be found in Saaty [ 33, Kleinrock [ 41, Odoni and Roth [ 51, Grassman [6], Pegden 
and Rosenshine [7], etc. Continuous time results describe the behavior of system performance 
measures, e.g. the number of customers in the system, at every point in time. Discrete time results, on 
the other hand, focus on the state of the system at certain transition points, e.g. at the point of arrival 
of the nth customer, or at the point of departure of the nth customer. 
The treatment of queues in discrete time is especially relevant from the standpoint of simulation. 
Standard measures of steady-state performance of general GZ/G/s queueing systems include the 
expected delay in queue (excluding service time), denoted by d, the expected wait in system (delay in 
queue plus service time), w, the expected number of customers in the queue, Q, and the number of 
customers in the system, L. Estimates for all of these quantities can be made directly during a 
simulation, but Carson and Law [8] have shown that it is preferable (in terms of achieving a 
reduction in variance) to estimate w, Q, and L indirectly from a direct estimate of d using the con- 
servation equations: w = d + E(S), Q = Id and L = A[d + E(S)] w h ere E(S) is the expected service 
time and A is the arrival rate. For this reason, most simulation application and methodological 
research has focused on the delay-in-queue process, which clearly is in discrete time. Hence, analytical 
results for queueing systems in discrete time can be more easily related to simulation methodology. 
Morisaku [9], Kelton and Law [l], Kelton [2], Moore [lo], Heathcote and Wiener [ll], Stanford et 
al. [12] and Bhat and Sahin [13] present discrete-time results for various queueing systems. 
In this paper, we present discrete-time transient results for an M/E,/2 queue, where E, denotes the 
k-Erlang distribution. The state variable for this system is expressed as a tuple. The method of 
analysis used here admits arbitrary (deterministic) initial states for the queue; this allows a numerical 
evaluation of the effect of alternative initial states on the nature of convergence to steady-state, a 
general question of interest in simulation aimed at estimating steady-state parameters. 
In Section 2 we derive analytical results for the M/E,/2 system. In Section 3 we present numerical 
results and discuss their implications for initialization of simulations. Section 4 contains some 
conclusions, and the Appendix contains proofs of the results presented in Section 2. 
2. THE MfE, /2 SYSTEM 
Customer arrivals to the system are assumed to be Poisson with rate 1. A single queue feeds two 
servers who work in parallel. The service time distribution at each server is identical and is k-Erlang 
with mean l/p, independent of the arrival process. The analysis assumes that an arriving customer 
uses server 1 if server 1 is idle, server 2 if server 2 is idle and server 1 is not, and waits in queue for the 
first available server otherwise. 
Each complete service period is modeled as k consecutive independent exponential stages, each at 
rate kp. The traffic intensity is p = 1/(2~). Let T,, n = 1,2,3 . . . be a random variable that represents 
the time of arrival of the nth customer to the system. Let A, be the number of service stages yet to be 
completed at server 1 at each point of continuous time t, t 2 0, and let B, be the total number of service 
stages present in the system at time t. (Server 1 is idle at time t if and only if A, = 0.) The pair 
X(r) = (A,, B,) is suficient to describe the state of the system at time t, since other quantities, such as 
the number of customers in queue at time t or the number of service stages yet to be completed at 
server 2 at time t, are functions of X(t). Note that 0 S A, < k and A, < B,. The process X(t) renews at 
each point of continuous time t (i.e. the evolution of (A,, B,) for s > t is a function only of (A,, B,), and 
is independent of all that happened in [0, t)), because both the interarrival time and the service stage 
distributions are exponential. X(t) is, in fact, a continuous time Markov chain. It is easily seen that the 
T.‘s are stopping times for the process X(t), and X(t) therefore renews at each time T,. In other words, 
X, = X(7”) = (AT,, Br,) is a Markov chain. Similarly, the process X(t) also renews at each (random) 
epoch in time when a service stage is completed. 
In the next Section, the transition probabilities for X, are presented. In Section 2.2 various 
quantities of interest are derived in terms of these transition probabilities. 
2.1. Transition probabilities for X, 
Let x,, = (a,, b,) be the system state at time 0. The probabilities of interest are 
P,,(x,; n) = P(X, = xn(XO = x0) n= 1,2,3,... 
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Note that the range ofvalues x, can take is determined by x0 and n, and includes the k stages of the nth 
arriving customer. 
The following Propositions, the proofs for which are given in the Appendix, are sufficient to 
compute the P,,(x,; n)‘s. For convenience, let tli = n/(1 + ikp) and ji = 1 - ai, for i = 1,2. a1 is the 
probability that, given only one server is busy, a customer arrives before the next service stage 
completion. Similarly, a2 is the probability that, given both servers are busy, a customer arrives 
before the next service stage completion. j3i and /I2 are the probabilities of the complementary events. 
[Note: x0 = (ao, b,) and x, = (a,, b,) for n = 1,2,3, . . . below.] 
Proposition I: For a, = b, = 0, 
f’,,,,,[(k 4; I]= 1. 
Proposition 2: For a0 = 0 and 1 < b, < k, 
(a) if a, = b, = k, then 
(b) if a, = k and k <b, d b, + k, then 
This proposition represents the initial condition where server 1 is idle, server 2 is busy and there is no 
queue. In (a), the system empties before the first arrival; in (b), the first arrival occurs before the 
system empties. 
Proposition 3: For a, = b. and 16 b. < k, 
(a) if a, = bl = k, then 
f’caobojC(a,, b,); 11 = SF. 
(b) if 1 < a, < a, and bl = a, + k, then 
This proposition represents the initial condition where server 1 is busy, server 2 is idle and there is no 
queue. In (a), the system empties before the first arrival; in (b), the lirst arrival occurs before the 
system empties. 
Proposition 4: For 1 < a, < b, < k + 1, 
(a) if a, = bl = k, then 
q-1 bo-no-1 
P~ao,bo~[(al, bl); II= B”;” + flea0 - 1+ a2 C C 
?I,'0 IQ=0 
(b) if 16 a1 d a0 and bl = a, + k, then 
P~~~,b~~[(al, bl); I]= alpaiO-al - a2(/?2/?Y0-al 
(c) if k = a, c bl and 1 < (b, -al) < (b, - a,), then 
p~ao,boj[(al, b,); 1-J = alBbp-“o-bl+“l 
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(d) if 16 a, <a,, a, + k < b, < b, + k and (a0 - al) < (b, - bl + k), then 
This proposition represents the initial condition where server 1 and server 2 are busy and there are at 
most k + 1 service stages in the system. In (a), the system empties before the first arrival; in (b), the first 
arrival finds server 1 busy and server 2 idle; in (c), the first arrival finds server 1 idle and server 2 busy; 
and in (d), the first arrival finds both servers busy. 
Proposition 5: For 1 6 a, d k and b, > k + 1, 
(a) if a, + k < bl 6 b. + k and a, as stated below, then 
P~ao,bo~[(ul, b,); 1-j = 432/2)bo-b’+k ” bon-kb;: k 
1 > 
where 
ldu,<k if b16bo, 
a,E{mi,i=O,1,2 ,..., i’} if b,>b,where 
i’ = b. - bl + k, 
mi=uo-i if u,>iand 
mi=uo-i+k if ao6i, 
C=U,-Ua, if ~,>a,, 
~=a,-ua, +k if uo<a,, and 
n’ = [(b, - b, + k - c)/kj. (lx] denotes the greatest integer Gx.) 
(b) if k < bl < aI + k and a, as stated below, then 
where 
l<aa,<k if b,>u,+k, 
U,E(0,1,2 )...) u,,k} if bo6uo+k, 
PCa,,k+l)[(ul, b,); l] is found from Proposition 4, 
c=a,-q if a0 > uI, 
c=u, -a, + k if a, < a,, and 
n’ = [(b, - k - 1 - c)/kj. 
This proposition represents the initial condition where server 1 and server 2 are busy and there are at 
least (k + 2) service stages in the system. In (a), the first arrival joins the queue. In (b), the first arrival 
immediately enters service. 
Proposition 6: For n 3 2, 
bo+(n-l)k k 
P~~o,bo,[@,, &I; n] = 1 1 Pcao_bo~[(4j); n - l]f’cijj[(an, U 11 a 
j=k i=l 
This follows directly from the fact that the process X(t) renews at T,, for all n. The quantities 
Pci,n[(u, b); 1 j can be found using Propositions 1 through 5. 
2.2. Applications 
If the probability mass function P,,(x,; n) of X, is known, then formulae for several standard 
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measures of queueing performance can be developed easily. Some examples of these measures are: the 
expected total number of stages present in the system just after T,, the expected number of customers 
present in the system just after T,, the expected number of customers in queue just after T, and the 
expected delay in queue for the nth customer. Only the last performance measure is considered in 
detail below. If D, denotes the delay in queue of the nth arrival, then 
The quantity of interest, therefore, is E(D,(X, = x,J. Clearly, E(D,\(u,, b,)) = 0 if b, 6 k + 1 or if 
(b, - a,) 6 k, since both these conditions imply the nth arrival directly enters service. 
Suppose the nth arrival does have to wait in queue. Then let ~(a, b) be the probability that there are 
exactly a service stages remaining at server 1 and exactly (b - a) service stages remaining at server 2 
just after the nth arrival finally enters service. Since the customer just entered service, either a or 
(b - a) or both will be equal to k. Let EZ, = Expected time for m service stage completions given both 
servers remain busy throughout the period required for these m stage completions. Then 
EZ, = m/(2kp), since the rate of service stage completions is 2kp when both servers are busy. 
Conditioning on the total number of remaining service stages at server 1 and server 2 when the nth 
customer just enters service 
Zk-1 
JWn~(~,, b,)) = c E&,&(k, b) + n(b - k, b)] + EZbn_&k, 2k) 
b=k+ 1 
= by+11 q [n(k, b) + z(b - k, b)] + v n(k, 2k). 
The formulae for ~(a, b) are given and derived in the Appendix. Finally 
Zk-1 
&PA = c &,,(x,; n) 
xn:(b,-a&-k 
,=;+ t Cx(k, b) + G - k, W-j y 
+n(k, 2k)(b”2;;k)}. 
An expression for the cumulative distribution function of D, in terms of the n(a, b)‘s can be 
obtained in a similar manner. 
We empirically confirmed our results by simulating an M/E2/2 queue, initially empty and idle, with 
p = 0.7 and 1= 1 .O. The delay in queue of the first 10 customers was computed. The 95 % confidence 
intervals obtained from simulation and the values obtained from our results are shown in Table 1. 
Table 2 contains the same information for an M/E4/2 queue, initially empty and idle, with p = 0.7 
and I = 1.0. 
Table 1. Expected delay in queue for an M/E,/2 queue, initially empty and 
idle, with I = 1.0 and p = 0.7 (Note: 10,000 replications were used to obtain 
the simulation results) 
Customer No. our results 
Simulation results 
Meall H.L. - 95% c.i. 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.1863 0.1859 0.0081 
4 0.3027 0.3105 0.0111 
5 0.3932 0.3917 0.0131 
6 0.4663 0.4571 0.0148 
7 0.5269 0.5 158 0.0162 
8 0.5780 0.5573 0.0173 
9 0.6218 0.6042 0.0184 
10 0.6596 0.6507 0.0196 
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Table 2. Expected delay in queue for an M/E,/2 queue, initially empty and 
idle, with i = 1.0 and p = 0.7 (Note: 10,000 replications were used to obtain 
the simulation results) 
Customer No. Our results 
Simulation results 










0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.1920 0.2021 0.0075 
0.2824 0.2859 0.0094 
0.3628 0.3708 0.0114 
0.4245 0.4345 0.0128 
0.4756 0.4795 0.0140 
0.5182 0.5225 0.0151 
0.5543 0.5526 0.0160 
0.5852 0.5832 0.0167 
3. IMPLICATIONS FOR INITIALIZATION OF SIMULATIONS 
In general, the goal of steady-state simulation is to estimate properties of the steady-state 
distribution. A judicious choice of the initial state can result in a reduction in the time required to 
reach steady-state. Clearly, the best choice for the initial state would be the steady-state value(s) but 
lack of knowledge precludes this choice. 
Kelton [2] and Kelton and Law [l] present results for systems with a one-dimensional state-space 
(i.e. X, is a scalar), and show that it is better to choose an initial state other than the popular empty- 
and-idle state to promote convergence to steady-state. The results in this paper extend the work to 
include particular two-dimensional state space systems, which require a bivariate initial state. The 
assumption of Erlang service time distributions lends realism to the model, since it appears that for 
many processes an Erlang-shaped histogram arises from the service time data. 
Figure 1 is a plot of E,(D,) as a function of n, for an M/E,/2 system with traflic intensity p = 0.7 
and I = 1.0, and x0 = { (0, 0), (2,4), (2,6), (2,8), (2, lo), (2,14), (2,20)>. Kelton and Law [l], Kelton 
[2] and Bhat and Sahin [13] took advantage of the special structure of the transition matrix for 
systems with a onedimensional state-space and efficiently computed results for large values of n. We 
could not find a similar efficient computational algorithm for our results. Obtaining the numerical 
results, therefore, was computationally very expensive *. The value for the expected steady-state delay 
in queue for this system (dashed line) was found from tables in Hillier and Yu [14]. 
The convergence of E,,(l),) to steady-state is highly dependent on x,, and is nonmonotonic in some 
cases. Similar behavior was observed using discrete time analysis by Kelton [2], Kelton and Law [l J 
and Stanford et al. [12], and using continuous time analysis by Grassman [6] and Odoni and Roth 
[5]. Odoni and Roth identified four types of behavior: (i) monotonic convergence from below, the 
function being concave in time, (ii) initial decrease in the function, followed by a monotonic increase 
to the steady state value, (iii) monotonic convergence from above, the function being convex in time, 
and, (iv) monotonic convergence from above, the function being convex in time, but with a linear 
decrease initially. No claim was made that these types of behavior were exhaustive, and the basis for 
the characterization was empirical observations. The four types of behavior were observed for: (i) an 
empty and idle or near-empty initial state, (ii) initial state near steady-state value, (iii) initial state > 
steady-state value, and (iv) initial state + steady-state value, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Figure 2 is a plot of E,(D,) as a function of n, for an M/E,/2 system with il = 1.0, p = (1/2~) = 0.9 
and queue capacity = 8. Customers who arrive when the queue is full are assumed to balk. The state- 
space of this system is finite because the queue capacity is finite. One-step transition probabilities for 
this system are given by the Propositions in Section 2.1 with one exception. The exception occurs 
when (a,, b,) is such that the queue is full. In this case, using the fact that the arrival and service stage 
processes renew after a balked arrival, we have the following relationships: 
ifa,#l, then 
&aabo,C(% b,); 11 = 0.5 x %+,bo-,J[(% b,); 11 + 0.5 x P[Oo$!o-*)[(% b,); 11 
*We were limited to maximum values of n o 30. A program written in FORTRAN 77 took o 200min of CPU time to 
evaluate the delays of 30 customers on a Harris 800 computer and the VOS operating system. 
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n 
Fig. 1. E,,(L),) for an M/E,/2 queue with R = 1.0 and p = 0.7. 
I 1 I I I 
IO 
J 
20 30 40 50 60 
n 
Fig. 2. E,(D,) for an MfE,/2 queue with A= 1.0 and p = 0.9 and queue capacity = 8. 
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‘@,,b,,[@1, b& l] = o.5 x PV&bg-,,[(%, b,); l] + 0.5 x &o+&Z,,, b,); 11. 
The first term on the right hand side accounts for the case when server 1 completes a service stage 
before server 2; the second term accounts for the complementary case. The probabilities on the right 
hand side can either be evaluated using the propositions of Section 2.1 or expressed recursively as 
above, depending on the subscript of P. The expected delay in queue for arriving customers is 
calculated as before. Curves for only 14 of the 41 possible initial states are shown in order to keep the 
figure uncluttered. We note that the curves starting with high values were for overcongested initial states, 
and those starting with low values were for undercongested initial states. The steady-state expected 
delay in queue was obtained from a straight forward Markov chain analysis. The transient behavior 
for this finite capacity queue exhibits patterns similar to those discussed above. 
It is clear, as in Kelton [2] and Kelton and Law [l] that the time for the expected delays to fall 
within a specified tolerance zone around the steady-state value is greatly influenced by the initial 
state. It is therefore advisable to investigate alternative initializations for simulation of systems such 
as these, in order to reduce bias and to shorten the length of the non-productive warm-up periods. A 
method similar to the one discussed in Kelton [14] that uses a series of preliminary runs, can be 
employed to find reasonable values for initialization of actual production runs. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Results for the transition probabilities for the transient, discrete time M/E,/2 system have been 
presented in this paper. Further results using these transition probabilities have also been derived. It 
is shown that the results are in close agreement with previously published results, which were solely 
for single dimensional state-space systems. 
A question that may be raised is: is it more efhcient (with respect to computer time) to simulate than 
to analytically compute the D,‘s? In the case of an uncapacitated queue, it is clear that the analytical 
computation time grows rapidly with n, and simulation will be more efficient for large n. The actual 
value of n where simulation starts to get more efficient depends on k, p, and the precision required in 
the solution. 
For capacitated queues with reasonably small values of queue capacity, we expect that our 
analytical computations will be more efficient. For example, with queue capacity equal to 8, k = 2 and 
p = 0.9 simulation took z 250 times longer than the analytical computations to obtain solutions that 
had 99% half-lengths with 1% relative precision. When the queue capacity was raised to 20, 
simulation took ~6 times longer than the analytical computations. 
Steady-state simulation of models like the one investigated is greatly influenced by the choice of the 
initial state, thus warranting some experimentation to identify good starting conditions. Good 
starting conditions would result in a quicker approach to steady state and consequent reduction in 
computer run-time for the simulations. 
The same method of analysis can be used for the M/E,.s system for s > 2, but the benefit of such an 
analysis is questionable, unless some method for reducing the computation time is found. Other 
multidimensional state-space models, e.g. a system with two servers in tandem can possibly be 
studied in a similar manner, thereby providing more analytical test models for multivariate 
initialization heuristics for simulations. 
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APPENDIX 
Proposition 1 is trivially true. 
Proof of Proposition 2: 
(a) Let Tr denote the exponential arrival time of the first customer. Let S,, n = 1,2, . . . be random variables that denote the 
times of the nth service stage completion. Pto,bO,[(k, k); l] is the probability that there will be b, service stage completions before 
the first arrival and the first arrival uses server 1. Since b, 2 1, there is a service stage in progress at time 0. Because this service 
process is memoryless, it renews at time 0. The probability that the completion of the service stage in progress is before the first 
arrival is kp/(A + kF), since the two competing processes have independent exponential distributions. At the instant of 
completion of the first service stage, i.e. at S,, the arrival process renews, and therefore P(S, < TiJSr < Tr) = kp/(J. + kp). 




( > i, + ku 
(b) P@,b,j[(k, b,); l] is the probability that there will be exactly b, - (b, - k) service stagecompletions before the first arrival. 
At the instant of the [b, - (b, - k)]th service stage completion, the arrival process renews, and the probability that the arrival 
will be before the next service stage completion is n/(1 + kp). As in (a), the probability that there will be b, - (b, - k) service 
stage completions before the first arrival is [k/&I + kp)]bo-(bl-k! D ue to the independence of events defined on 
nonoverlapping time intervals, the result follows immediately. 
Proof of Proposition 3: 
(a) Same as the proof of Proposition 2(a). 
(b) The number of service stage completion before the first arrival is (a0 - ai), and the result follows by using the same 
arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2(b). 
Proof of Proposition 4: 
The initial conditions for this proposition imply that the queue is empty initially. 
(a) P(,,,,b,)[(k, k); l] is the probability that the first arriving customer finds the system empty and uses server 1. Let random 
variables C, and C, be defined as follows: Ci = no. of service stage completions from server i in [0, TJ. Note that as long as 
server i is busy, Ci is a Poisson counting process with rate kp. Further, C, and C2 are independent. Initially, there are a,, service 
stages remaining at server 1, and since b, C k + 1, there are b. - a, service stages remaining at server 2. If the first arriving 
customer finds the system empty and idle, then C, = a, and C, = b, - a,. Conditioning on Ti, the arrival time of the first 
customer, we get 




P(C, = a,, C, = b, - aOlx < TI < x + dx)lewtidx. 
0 
Since C, and C, are independent processes 
P(C, = aO, C2 db, - a,[T,) = P(C, = a,lT,)P(C, = b, - a,lT,). 
Since C, cannot exceed a,, 
P(C,=a,lx<T,Cx+dx)=l-P(C1caolxcT,<x+dx) 
0,-l 
= 1 - 1 exp( - kpx)(kpxrl/n,! 
II,=0 
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Similarly 
b,-.,-I 
= 1 - 1 exp( - kyx)(kpxr’/n,! 
?I,=0 
Finally 
P(C, = a,,, C, = b, - ao) = 1 
e-k@“(kpx)“l/n,! ieVadx. 1 
The result follows after integration and simplification. 
(b) The result is obtained by using C, = a, - a, and C, = b, - a, in the previous proof. 
(c) The result is obtained by using CI = a, and C, = b, - a, - b, + a, in the previous proof. 
(d) The result is obtained by using C, = a, - a, and C, = (b, - a,,) - (b, - a, - k) in the previous proof. 
Proof of Proposition 5: 
The initial conditions for this proposition imply that both servers are busy and there are at least k + 2 service stages in the 
systepl. 
(a) In this case, both servers remain busy throughout the first interarrival time, [0, T,]. The number of service stage 
completions from the system in [0, T,] is (b, - bl + k). We term a service stage completion from server 1 as a success of type 1 
and one from server 2 as a success of type 2. The arrival of a new customer to the system is termed a failure. Since both servers 
remain busy throughout, the probability of a success is b2 and the probability of a failure is a2. 
By the independence and memorylessness of the service stage processes and the arrival process, the probability that there 
will be j successes and then a failure is a&. The probability that a given success was either of type 1 or type 2 is l/2. Given that 
there were j successes, the probability that i were of type 1 is,(j)(l/2y’. Therefore, the probability that there will be i successes of 
type 1 and 0’ - i) successes oftype 2 and then a failure is a,&(j)(l/Z)j. In order that X, = (al, b,), we require that the number of 
service stage completions from server 1 in [0, rl] be either c or c + k or . or c + n’k, where c and n’ are as defined in the 
proposition statement. The result is immediate. 
(b) Since b, > k + 1 and b, < a, + k, there has to be a time T1 E (0, T,) when the total remaining service stages in the system 
just became (k + 1). Let this intermediate state be XI = X(q) = (q, k + 1). Using the same reasoning as in the proof of the 
previous part, we see that the probability of reaching state (q, k + 1) before the first arrival is 
where c and n’are as defmed in the proposition statement. Since TI is a stopping time for X(t), the process X(t) renews at T,. We 
can, therefore, use Proposition 4 to determine the probability of a transition from (q, k + 1) to (al, b,). Due to the 
independence of events defmed on non-overlapping time intervals, we can take the product of Par and P@++lj[(a,, b,); l] to 
obtain J’~,,,,,[(a,, bl); 11 conditioned on q. Summing over all possible q’s gives the result. 
Derivation of n(i, j)‘s 
We extend the definition oflr(i, j) as follows: n(i, j) = probability that there are exactly i and (j - i) service stages remaining at 
server 1 and server 2 respectively, conditioned on: 
(i) the nth arrival had to wait in queue on arrival, and the system state just after his arrival was (a,, b,), 
(ii) there have been exactly (b. -j) service stage completions since the nth arrival, and 
(iii) the nth arrival had not yet entered service after the completion of [b, - (j + l)] service stages since his arrival. (If the nth 
arrival has just entered service, then either i or (j - i) or both will equal k, and the definition reduces to that stated in Section 
2.2.) 
In the arguments below, it is assumed that the tih arrival had to wait in queue, and seroice stage completions, unless otherwise 
aualif=d, mean service staae comuletions since the arrival of the nth customer. 
Cl&l: &>2k - . 
After (b, - 2k) service stagecompletions, the nth arrival is either first in queue or has just entered service. Since both servers 
are busy during these (n,, - 2k) service stage completions, the probability that any of these completions is from a particular 
server is l/2. 
Let 
c = (a. - i) 
c = (a. - i + k) 
if a. > i, 
if a, < i, 
and 
n’ = [(b. - 2k - c)/k] . 
Then, using the binomial distribution formula 
(1/2?._2k for l<i<k. 
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It is easy to see that the following recursive relationships hold: 
Fork+l<jGZk-1, 
n&j) = O.Sx(i,j + 1) + O.%(i + l,j + 1) for lGii(j-k-1) 
nU-k~j)~O.SnU-k,j+l) 
x(k, j) = O.Sn(1.j t I). 
Using the formula for n(i, 2k) and the recursive formulae above, we can c&ulate any n(i, j) of interest. 
Case 2: b, $2k 
In this case, the nth customer is the first in queue an arrival. Therefore, x(i, j) I 0 for b, <j 6 2k. Set Ir(a., b,) = 1 and 
x(i, b,) = 0 for i $ (2,. Then xfi,j) foi (k -I- 1) Cj G (b, - 1) can be calculated recursively, as in Case 1. 
